PSI CHI SYMPOSIUM
Thursday, April 18, 2013
Session I

All presentations are in Room 102 unless otherwise noted

9:00  Frustrated? Type it Out: An Investigation of Whether a Perceived Audience Helps in the Venting Process. Katelyn Phillips, Jennifer Jackson, Kayla May, & Samantha Young. (Lab Project, Dr. Stebbins).


*9:40  Quest for the Master Teacher. Sarah Hillenbrand, Jacob Hargis, Charlotte Sandy, Kate Dubrowski, Nicholas Grove, & Dan Shapiro. (491 Research, Dr. Penwell).

10:00  Break

*10:20  Emerging Adulthood: A College Student, Middle-Class Perk? Kathryn Callaghan, Ann Carroll, Mara Rowcliffe, Rebecca Smith, & Molly Sullivan. (491 Research, Dr. Steckler)

*10:40  How Framing of Metaphors Affects Public Policy Toward the Mentally Ill. Victoria Bennett & Della Gibson. (491 Research, Dr. Nissim-Sabat).

11:00  Lunch

*12:00  Taste the Rainbow: A Comparison of Implicit and Explicit Sexual Prejudice. Rudy Abate, Marjorie Blanton, Drew Hickey, & Jaeger Spratt. (Lab Project, Dr. Stebbins).


12:40-1:40  Poster Presentations (Room TBA)


*Note: presentations with asterisks are being judged for research awards.
Poster Presentations Continued

*Oh Facebook! How do I Love Thee? The Effects of Attachment Style on Facebook Use and Friendship Quality. Kima Johnson, Carol Quinn, & Shannon Coleman. (Methods Project, Dr. Rettinger).

*Does Facebook Make You Happy? Erika Persil, Sydney Pinto, Alison Downie, & Kelsey Herrick. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).

*Body Shame, Sexual Assertiveness, and Intimacy. Danielle DeVille, Wes Horton, & Frances Ellmo. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).


*Social Stigmas in Society. Alyssa Lieurance & Erin Ronayne. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).

1:40 Break

*2:00 The Neutralizing Effects of Mindfulness on Self-Objectification, Depression, Anxiety, and Dissociation. Melissa Brown, Alexis Shanks, Jessica Davis-Lee, & Joynee Carter. (Lab Project, Dr. Liss).

*2:20 Does Parental Care Protect Against the Negative Effects of Body Surveillance? Kelsey Woehnker, Haley Miles-Mclean, Kate Boggs, & Janine Henley. (Lab Project, Dr. Liss).

*2:40 Influences of Parental Care, Attachment Styles, Fear of Compassion on Hooking Up in Females. Zaira Ahmad, Shalini Divitotawela, Monica Pacious, & Pooja Patel. (Lab Project, Dr. Liss).

*3:00 Exploring the Sexual Double Standard through Slut-Shaming on Facebook. Leanna Papp, Michelle Gnoleba, Charlotte Hagerman, Caitlin Robertson, & Haley Miles-Mclean. (491 Research, Dr. Erchull & Dr. Liss).


*Note: presentations with asterisks are being judged for research awards.
Friday, April 19, 2013
Session II
All presentations are in Room 102 unless otherwise noted.

*10:00 The Effect of Culture on Parenting. Lindsey McCready, Jessica Oliver, Clair Maher, & Ciara Norquist. (Lab Project, Dr. Schiffrin).

*10:20 The Effect of Arousing Emotional Facial Expressions on the Positivity Bias in Older Adults. Claire Growney, Jesse Vanous, & Melissa Peters. (491 Research, Dr. Stebbins).

10:40 The Effect of Parental Involvement on Academic Achievement. Erin Linehan, Caroline Isaacson, & Joseph Pugach. (Lab Project, Dr. Schiffrin).

*11:00 Conceptualizing Objectification as a Source of Insidious Trauma. Haley Miles-Mclean, Caitlin Robertson, Charlotte Hagerman, Michelle Gnoleba, & Leanna Papp. (491 Research, Dr. Liss & Dr. Erchull).


*11:40 Violence Against Women: The Impact of Violent Video Game Exposure on Psychological and Physiological Responses. Chelsea Chamberlain, Caitlyn George, Hannah Brady, Erica Christian, & Victoria Bennett. (Lab Project, Dr. Stebbins).

12:00 Lunch

1:00 The Effect of Nonconscious Priming on the Highly Sensitive Person. Jessica Houck, Paul Sheats, Rob Jones, & Karen Devigili. (Lab Project, Dr. Stebbins).


2:00-3:00 Poster Presentations (Room TBA)


*Caffeine Form Perception: Personal Judgments Made About Caffeine Users Based on Method of Consumption. Adrianne Bell, Dane Bouck, & Leah Franzel. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).

*Note: presentations with asterisks are being judged for research awards.
Poster Presentations Continued

*Parental Influences on Risky Behaviors in College Students. Austin Brooks, Willie Morton, Gabe Powell, & Meredith Barnhill. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).

*“Did You See #16 at Brock’s Last Night?” Audrey McAvoy & Colleen Reynolds. (Methods Project, Dr. Rettinger).

*The Willingness of College Students with Learning Disabilities to Seek Academic Help. Spencer Atkinson, Matt Babineau, Laurie Leaman, & Hannah Mason. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).

*Mental Health of College Students Who Were Adolescent Bullies. Amanda Stocker, Nicole Erickson, Nathan Bemis, & Erin Keener. (Methods Project, Dr. Erchull).


*3:00 Does Gender Classification of Face Benefit from Right Hemisphere Presentation? Heath Sharp & Andrew Hickey. (491 Project, Dr. Hampton).

*3:20 Facilitation Versus Overshadowing: Does Multimodal Input Help or Hinder Object Recognition? Erica Christian, Andrea Fritch, Eric Knapp, & Mercedes McWaters. (491 Project, Dr. Mailloux & Dr. Stahlman).

3:40 Break

4:00 Keynote Speaker: Dr. Bruce Rybarczyk. The Sleep System: Your Owner’s Manual for Maintenance and Repair.

The Awards Ceremony will follow the conclusion of the keynote address.

*Note: presentations with asterisks are being judged for research awards.
Awards Ceremony

Faculty Awards

Research Awards
Methods Research
General Research
491 Research

Scholarships
Burney Lynch Parkinson Scholarship
J. Christopher Bill Scholarship
Minnie Rob Phaup Scholarship

Outstanding Senior Award

Reception to follow in courtyard behind Chandler Hall (weather permitting)